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The Texas EMS, Trauma & Acute Care Foundation
(TETAF) and Texas Perinatal Services (TPS) appreciates
the opportunity to submit public comment on the Texas
Department of State Health Services’ (DSHS) draft of
the Maternal Rule Revisions Update. Texas Perinatal
Services completed maternal surveys in 68% of the
birthing hospitals across Texas in the first designation
cycle. This experience provided our organization with a
comprehensive knowledge of the processes in hospitals
providing obstetrical care to Texans.
With consideration based on Texas Perinatal Services’
established role in the verification of maternal centers
in Texas, TETAF/TPS provides the following comments
regarding the Maternal Rule Revisions Update:
Line 219: The directive for out-of-state surveyors in
Level IV maternal facilities has the potential to
hamper the dissemination and sharing of best
practices among Texas facilities and limit the ability
of Texas facilities to learn from each other as part of
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the survey process. We understand the importance
of addressing potential conflicts of interest, but we
do not believe that this change will reliably and
consistently exclude conflicts of interest.

The enhanced guidance provided to determine potential conflicts of interest is appreciated.

• Line 267: The requirement to demonstrate implementation of the Plan of Correction (POC) with
data demonstrating improvement within 60 days of the survey date has the potential to be
extremely difficult for many facilities. The survey report is provided to the facility within 30 days of
the date of the survey, potentially providing only a very brief time frame for development,
implementation, and evaluation of an action plan. Additionally, the report provided to the facility
provides only potential deficiencies, as your department makes the final determination on
deficiencies.
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• Line 395: How will potential conflicts of interest be identified and addressed in the establishment
of the appeal panel? Due to the sensitive nature of this process, it would seem prudent to establish
rigorous standards to address the potential for conflicts of interest. I have reviewed the details in
Senate Bill (SB) 749 but feel that additional clarification regarding how this will be addressed would
be helpful, particularly considering the enhanced guidance regarding assessing for conflicts of
interest within the survey team.

• Line 602: The requirement to stand up a separate maternal peer review committee is likely
unnecessary and may be prohibitive for some facilities, dependent on their available resources. A
requirement for specialized maternal representation on a hospital peer review committee would be
sufficient.

• Line 893: The removal of the requirement for platelets to be maintained on-site at all times in
Level II maternal facilities will likely assist with their ability to demonstrate compliance to the rule.
However, the requirement for the facility’s blood bank to be capable of implementing a massive
transfusion protocol (MTP) remains in place. We agree with the requirement that the facility should
have the capability to implement a MTP but are seeking clarification on reconciling the removal of
platelets and continued requirement for MTP implementation capability.

• Line 1295: The language in this section lacks clarity, as it lists a 30-minute timeframe and then
notes a requirement for response “within a time frame commensurate to the clinical situation and
consistent with current standards.”
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TETAF and TPS respectfully provide these comments and recommendations in an effort to further
evolve and support maternal care across Texas. It is our hope that with the joint efforts by DSHS
and maternal care stakeholders the revisions to the maternal rule will positively enhance maternal
designation requirements and result in greater quality care for maternal patients across Texas.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.
Regards,

Dinah Welsh
President/CEO
TETAF/Texas Perinatal Services
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